The javelin...
is a dynamic pylon foot designed to
provide excellent energy return and
ground compliance. The independent
heel and toe ensure a smooth and
symmetrical rollover. The result is a
lightweight foot for new and experienced
amputees who desire a responsive foot
with a sleek cosmetic profile.

Get busy living

Smoother than I thought possible

Let’s me do more with less

Lightweight to keep up with my
grandchildren

Flexible for my busy lifestyle

Keeps me in perfect balance

The sliding, rotating
male or female
adaptor, is offered
separately

Dynamic pylon for tibial
progression and excellent energy return

Length guide for ease
of set-up. Javelin LP
is cut to the minimum
height prior to shipping
Slim and lightweight
design allows for ease
of cosmetic finishing

Independent e-carbon
heel and toe springs for
smooth rollover. Tripod
design with split toe
for maximum ground
compliance

Supplied fitting clamp allows the accurate fitting of the Javelin
dynamic pylon to make walking relaxed and comfortable while
maximizing energy return.
Initially set up the limb 10-15mm longer than required , then
align to achieve perfect tibial progression, adjusting the height
accordingly.

Fitting clamp allows for
accurate assessment of
limb performance and
alignment before final
cutting and drilling

When the set-up is ideal, simply drill and cut toe blade before
removing the fitting clamp. Assemble with the definitive top
housing for the final fitting and limb delivery.

Javelin
Spring Selection Guide:
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K3 Has the ability or potential for ambulation with variable cadence. Typical of the community
ambulator who has the ability to traverse most environmental barriers and may have vocational,
therapeutic, or exercise activity that demands prosthetic utilization beyond simple locomotion.

Order
example:

Javelin

Javelin Low Profile

JAV24L1M

JAVLP24L1F

size 24 left
#1 spring kit, male
proximal attachment

size 24 left
#1 spring kit, female proximal
attachment
add D suffix for dark shell

add D suffix for dark shell
h
i

h 28mm
i

6.5mm

M for male attachment

Foot
Specifics:

F for female attachment

Available Size:
22cm - 30cm
Proximal attachment
male or female
Component weight:
*Full length
21.25 oz
*Low Profile
19.95 oz
*size 25cm without foot shell
Max. user weight:
365 lbs
Build height:
Full length
14.37”
Low Profile
7.87”
Heel height:
3/8”
Activity level:
3

365mm
max.
200mm
min.
22/24=70mm
25/30=75mm

10mm

Available with your choice of light or dark foot shell,
glide sock is included. Javelin full length version ships
partially assembled. Javelin LP ships fully assembled.
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